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1. SEE REF B WHICH CROSS A DIR 85039.

2. AS STATED PARA FIVE REF B BELIEVE AMBASSADOR'S FEELING
HE NOT FULLY ENOUGH BRIEFED ON OSWALD/RUBINSTEIN CASES.

3. AMBASSADOR HOPED OFFICER WHO FULLY INFORMED
ON CASES COULD BRIEF HIM AND POSSIBLY SUGGEST ADDITIONAL LOCAL
LEADS.

4. FYI, DO KNOW THAT CHIEF HERE FEARS HIS BOSS MAY
INTERPRET REQUEST AS LACK OF CONFIDENCE IN HIM BY AMBASSADOR.
FEEL ABSOLUTELY SURE THIS NOT TRUE AS AMBASSADOR HAS MANY
TIMES EXPRESSED SATISFACTION WITH CHIEF HERE.

5. COS FINDS PRESENT CHIEF ONE OF BEST AND MOST
COOPERATIVE HE HAS EVER WORKED WITH.
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6. TO ANSWER PARA TWO REF A SPECIFICALLY

A. BELIEVE ODNVY IN MEXICO, AS DOES STATION, HAS ALL INFORMATION NEEDED TO INVESTIGATE MEXICAN ASPECTS, LEADS ON CASES.

B. IN MY OPINION, IT IS DESIRABLE THAT ODNVY SEND OFFICER TO MEXICO TO SATISFY AMBASSADOR, UNLESS MR. JOHNSON CAN CONVINCE AMBASSADOR THAT CHIEF ODNVY MEXICO WILL RECEIVE AND MAKE AVAILABLE TO HIM ALL INFORMATION OF INTEREST TO AMBASSADOR CONCERNING U.S. ANGLES OF THESE CASES.
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